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	“Which digital camera should I buy? What is the best holiday for me and
	my family? Which is the best investment for supporting the education of my
	children? Which movie should I rent? Which web sites will I find interesting?
	Which book should I buy for my next vacation? Which degree and university
	are the best for my future?”


	It is easy to expand this list with many examples in which people have to
	make decisions about how they want to spend their money or, on a broader
	level, about their future.


	Traditionally, people have used a variety of strategies to solve such decisionmaking
	problems: conversations with friends, obtaining information from a
	trusted third party, hiring an expert team, consulting the Internet, using various
	methods from decision theory (if one tries to be rational), making a gut decision,
	or simply following the crowd.


	However, almost everyone has experienced a situation in which the advice
	of a friendly sales rep was not really useful, in which the gut decision to follow
	the investments of our rich neighbor was not really in our interest, or in which
	spending endless hours on the Internet led to confusion rather than to quick
	and good decisions. To sum up, good advice is difficult to receive, is in most
	cases time-consuming or costly, and even then is often of questionable quality.
	Wouldn’t it be great to have an affordable personal advisor who helps us
	make good decisions efficiently?


	The construction of systems that support users in their (online) decision
	making is the main goal of the field of recommender systems. In particular,
	the goal of recommender systems is to provide easily accessible, high-quality
	recommendations for a large user community.
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Infographics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Create stunning infographics with this hands-on guide


	Infographics For Dummies is a comprehensive guide to creating data visualization with viral appeal. Written by the founder of Infographic World, a New York City based infographic agency, and his top designers, the book focuses on the how-to of data, design,...
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Encyclopedia of Business & Finance 2 VOL SET(Encyclopedia of Business and Finance)Macmillan Technical, 2006
Business is the backbone of American society and is one of the keys to making our system work as well as it has for over two hundred years. Yet as a body of knowledge, business is much younger, and in its brief history, there have been few attempts to present the discipline of business in a single place. The major purpose of the Encyclopedia of...
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Creating a Presentation in Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 for Windows: Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2007
If you want to make a great presentation fast but don’t want to get  bogged down in the details, then you need a Visual QuickProject Guide!
 
 You don’t need to know every feature—you just want to know how to get your project done.
 
 Full-color...
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Entrepreneur Revolution: How to develop your entrepreneurial mindset and start a business that worksCapstone, 2013

	NOW IS THE AGE OF THE ENTREPRENEUR – DON’T GET LEFT BEHIND


	The world is embarking on a new age. The age of the entrepreneur, the agile small business owner, the flexible innovator. The days of the industrial age are over. It’s time to break free from the industrial revolution mind-set, quit working so hard,...
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SPSS For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The fun and friendly guide to the world's leading statistical software


	Predictive Analysis Software (PASW), formerly SPSS software, is the leading statistical software used by commerical, government, and academic organizations around the world to solve business and research problems. It allows you to quickly and easily...
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Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	More than 50 percent new and revised content for today's Linux environment gets you up and running in no time!


	Linux continues to be an excellent, low-cost alternative to expensive operating systems. Whether you're new to Linux or need a reliable update and reference, this is an excellent resource. Veteran bestselling...
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